
EBA highlights threat of cyber risk  
The European Banking Authority (EBA) has published its quarterly risk dashboard, finding 
improvements in asset quality although it is unclear how Covid-19 developments will 
impact these. 55% of the 131 banks studied expect a rise in operational risks, 90% of 
which cite cyber threats and data security issues. In the accompanying Risk Assessment 
Questionnaire, 80% of banks have taken into account credit risk, with banks also 
considering greenhouse gas financed emotions and environmental scores as ESG factors.

HMRC update on Making Tax Digital 
HM Revenue & Customs (HMRC) has reminded all VAT-registered businesses that Making 
Tax Digital (MTD) for VAT will be mandatory, urging them to register ahead of the 1 April 
2022 deadline. MTD is part of the UK’s growing digitisation initiative. 1.6 million taxpayers 
had registered for MTD for VAT by December 2021 with over 30% of VAT-registered 
businesses with turnover under £85,000 having already signed up. HMRC’s Director 
General, Joanna Rowland, has highlighted how MTD is making tax easier for businesses by 
reducing errors and saving time as well as encouraging digital record keeping. Exemptions 
for VAT online filing will carry over to MTD for VAT.      

New EU directive targets shell companies   
In the wake of the International Consortium of Investigate Journalists’ (ICIJ) Pandora 
Papers investigation shedding light on tax avoidance and offshore structures, The 
European Commision (EU) has issued a new directive on shell companies, which have 
minimal economic activity. This Unshell proposal will ensure that such entities will not 
be able to obtain any tax advantage that could burden taxpayers. It is the anonymity of 
shell companies which can lead to their misuse and so the transparency measures put 
forward in the proposal, including the three-gateway system, can more readily identify 
tax abuse by shell companies. Information on the entities in scope of the directive will be 
exchanged automatically by member states’ respective authorities. These proposals will be 
implemented on 1 January 2024.

This is a further tax measure that converges tax transparency compliance with the broader 
financial crime compliance. “Businesses must calibrate multiple tax compliance 
regimes and be ready of invasive audits by tax authorities” commented Ali Kazimi, 
managing director of Hansuke.  

HMRC updates Interest Returns guidelines  
HMRC has published new guidance for bank, building society interest (BBSI) and other 
interest returns. This includes updated general guidance including what types of interest 
should be reported alongside instructions on how to complete a return and an updated 
HMRC template. The new guidance which has now been published updates the sections on 
nil returns, negative interest, categorisation of person(s), joint accounts, trusts, partnerships, 
and deceased investors. The guidelines have also been revised for when interest no longer 
carries a reporting obligation such as in the event that funds are held on behalf of a person 
with a disability or health condition.
HMRC also has relaunched its BBSI enquiries and audits, ending the initial suspension 
during the Covid-19 disruption.
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